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Abstract— This project aims to design and fabrication of 

four wheeler multiple-opening spanner for tightening and 

removing of the four nuts in a single stroke of a hand 

operated lever. Nowadays everybody wants to save time and 

effort by inventing some newer technique or mechanism and 

implement them in the daily life. We have developed a gear 

planetary mechanism to reduce the time and effort for the 

above mentioned task. In our project we have tried to focus 

on the minimization of human effort and time consumed for 

fixing all four nuts of the ø100mm PCD tire with a single 

stroke of lever 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Today’s world is of the fast and rapid process. Everybody 

wants to save time and effort by inventing some newer 

technique or mechanism and implement them in the daily 

life. The main objective of this project is to atomize the 

labor work in tightening or losing the nuts one by one. This 

project focuses on the minimization of human effort and 

time consumed for fixing all four nuts of the four wheeler 

tire with a single stroke of lever by using multiple operated 

spanner. This is achieved by developing a planetary gear 

mechanism as such ours which reduced the time   and effort 

for the above mentioned task that is losing or tighten the nut 

of the car wheel. 

If we consider a four wheeler removing and 

replacing the car wheel is a very frequent job performed by 

the worker. Normally each of the four nuts is 

removed/tightened individually by simultaneously applying 

the spanner/lever. But with the help of the mechanism 

developed we can loosen or tight all four nut at a time and at 

the single stroke of the motor operated lever 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Known torque-responsive power screw drivers which are 

driven by electric motors or pneumatically have a relatively 

high speed of rotation in order to obtain a short screwing in 

time. Since the maximum moment of tension for the screw 

to be screwed requires a determined torque, the driving 

power of the screw driver must likewise be made high in 

accordance with the relatively high speed of rotation, 

although a high torque is required for only a short time 

during the tightening of the screw, unless some shock action 

is utilized for the purpose of producing this peak degree. 

The limitation of the degree of tightening of the screw is 

usually effected by means of ratchet couplings or striking 

mechanism. 

When screwing in expansion screws, this degree of 

tightening must be kept constant within very narrow, since 

these screws, are stressed almost to their yield point during 

screwing in. Torque-responsive screwing drivers having a 

shock effects are useless for this purpose. The degree of 

tightening achieved is greatly dependent on the number of 

blows applied, which however cannot be kept constant 

because of the rapid succession of blows, while in addition 

the power of the individual blow is variable within wide 

limits because of the indeterminable reaction of work piece, 

screw and screwing tool on the striking operation. In 

addition, the shock effect causes rapid wear on the striking 

surface, which results in a considerable variation of the face 

of the blows and a relatively short life of the screwdriver. 

Torque-responsive screwdrivers having striking 

mechanisms are impractical where accurate tensioning of a 

screw is necessary. It has moreover been found that, at the 

high speeds used, ratchet couplings also apply a powerful 

shock action and are therefore likewise unsuitable for 

tightening expansion screws. 

III. COMPONENTS 

 Pinion Gear  (Ø40mm) 

 Spur Gear (Ø68mm) 

 Motor (1HP) 

 Socket (19mm) 

 Shaft (Ø20mm)) 

 Metal Plate (Ø140mm) 

 Hand Leaver 

IV. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

It works on the principle wheel is a very frequent job 

performed by the worker. Normally each of the four nuts is 

losing/tighten individually by simultaneously applying the 

spanner/lever. Either with the help of mechanism developed 

that one can loosen or tight all four nuts at a time and at the 

single stroke of the hand operated or motor operated lever. 

This is done by adjusting the five gears between two side 

plates operated only by lever or input pinion shaft. 

1) “ON” the MOTOR regulator switch. 

2) It consist of  4 spur gears , 4 shafts for spur gears , 

4 box spanner,  1 lever on which the pinion gear 

are fixed i.e. input pinion , 2 side plates . 

3) Considering out these attempts to reduce time and 

effort why should small operation like losing and 

tightening of nuts of a car wheel ignored. The 

subject of the project solved be and above 

inconveniences. 

4) This is achieved by developing a mechanism as 

such ours which reduced the time and effort for the 

above mentioned task that is loosing or tighten the 

nut of the car wheel. 

5) If we consider a four wheeler removing and 

replacing the car the mechanism developed one can 

loosen or tight all four nut at a time and at the 

single stroke of the hand operated lever.  
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V. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. 1: Block Dig. of Multiple Opening Spanner 

 
Fig. 2: 3D View Gearing System 

 
Fig. 3: Fabricated Models 

VI. RESULT 

1) The design calculation of multiple operated 

spanner for four wheeler vehicle with Ø100mm 

PCD is done.  

2) The calculated torque of 47.49 N-m applied for 

removing / tightening of lug nuts is adequate and 

replacement the nuts at much faster rate as 

compared to the conventional spanner. The human 

effort required for operating the spanner is 

relatively same. 

3) Therefore it is recommended that the multiple 

operated spanner if fabricated will prove very much 

beneficial for installation of wheels while 

assembling the cars. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

1) The multi nut remover is used to remove multiple 

nuts in a single use. These are commonly used to 

remove the wheel nuts and hence the mechanical 

effort required for removing the wheel is very less.   

2) The Multi nut remover can be used in automobile 

units and manufacturing units. The weight of the 

model can be reduced by using a light weight 

material base plate. The wheel nuts can be easily 

removed using the multi nut remover. 

VIII. FUTURE SCOPE 

The modification in the existing set up for multi operated 

spanner may be carried out by the following ways. 

1) Improvement in the system by making automatic 

operation with the help of pneumatic system which 

is clean and hazardous free. 

2) To design and fabricate the complete assembly of 

the multiple operated spanner to be fitted to all 

vehicle wheels by adjusting pitch circle diameter 

by making pinion gear small or large as per wheel’s 

pitch circle diameter.  

3) By replacing the motor with different gear 

arrangements in such manner so that it can be 

operated manually by hand lever with less power 

requirement. The weight of the model can be 

reduced by using a light weight material of base 

plate. 

4) It is also suggested to operate it with different gear 

arrangements with less power required. 
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